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The modern era of Hindi literature is experiencing different forms of prose writings. 

One among them is travelogue. Every writer has a unique style of writing and is 

known for the same. The writer or an authority to put his experiences in original style 

and language which enable the readers to read at ease. If the authors’ description is 

thrilling and spontaneous, then it will create an impact on the readers. Born in 

Dehradun, Tapas Chakravarthy, has mastered writing travelogues. He was awarded 

`Raj Bhasha award’ for his book `Rukjaananahi’. His second book `Mandiro ka 

nagar- Bishnupur’ stands out for its uniqueness. His writings undoubtedly carry 

different subject matter and make a positive impact on the readers. Travelling is his 

passion and he has visited most of the places in East, West, North and South India and 

has tried to describe them very efficiently in his writings. He is an expert 

photographer; as well his snap shots have illustrated his works. He has tried his best to 

capture the nature’s beauty and where ever possible used them to embellish the 

narration. His descriptions of the places with historical importance are worth reading. 

He has even made an effort to describe the architectural beauty of the monuments he 

has visited. The readers response is overwhelming, they feel delighted while reading. 

The places of mythological importance are even more minutely described. He has also 

included the eateries, stores to pick up souvenirs. Both his books are like travel guides 

for the tourists who are fond of visiting new places. These travelogues will definitely 

be identified for their uniqueness and earn a place in Hindi literature.  

KEYWORDS: Tapas Chakravarthy, travelogues, simple language, places of visit, 

architectural beauty, historical and mythological importance, travel guide.  

 

`Man is a social animal’. Since the beginning of the civilization, man has always tried 

to do something new, unique, different and has invented and possessed things as per 

his requirement. Newness, new things, new methodology, new ventures have always 

found a special place in man’s daily routine. With the same intention, me too wanted 

to write an article on a new subject. It was a mere coincidence to meet Mr. Tapas 

Chakravarthy a few days back. During our conversation he told me about his works 

and publications. When I expressed my desire to read and understand the upcoming 

writers, he gave me his books which were recently published. The titles were different 

and unusual. The contents filled me with enthusiasm and hence I decided to write an 

article on his works. It gave me immense happiness while I was writing down the 

unique features of his works. In order to present a research paper on a unique subject, 

my choice found his works the most suitable. Presenting this research article before 

the readers I really feel proud that I am able to introduce a writer who has a unique 

style with simple yet effective expression. I would wish to introduce such writers in 

future who will be remembered and identified as writers with special and unique 

quality. I am also sure that the readers will definitely feel the same after reading this 

article. Wish such writers create a history and find a special place in Hindi Literature.  

Abstract 
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Born on 22nd February 1966 in Dehradun, Mr. Tapas Chakravarthy is a writer par 

excellence. He is presently working with the Central G S T Department (Revenue 

department, Ministry of Finance, Govt. of India), Dehradun as Superintendent. He is 

well versed in English & Hindi and capable of writing in both the languages. He has 

proved, `Pen is mightier than a sword’. He is fond of reading and writing books. He is 

also good at photography and is service oriented. He makes some time for social 

service after his tiring schedule. His first work `Tinka’ is a collection of 27 short 

stories. His second composition, `Rukjaananahi’, brought him fame. He was awarded 

with `Raj Bhaasha Gaurav puraskar’. It is a compilation of 26 travelogues. 

`Mandiron ka nagar – Bishnupur’ is his third composition, which gives us a detail 

history of `Bishnupur’ a small town in Bankura, Bengal. His fourth composition is 

`Avismaraneey Europe’ which is published but yet to be released. His first 

composition was published in `Amar Ujaala’ at the age of 12. He was successful in 

publishing his articles, stories and travelogues at regular intervals, in leading 

newspapers and magazines, such as Times of India, Janvaani, Dun Classified, India 

Today, Dun darpan. His features werealso published in Northern flash, Khel Bharati, 

Cricket Samrat, Sports week.  

A writer is said to be successful, if he or she is able to put their experiences in a 

simple yet effective language so that the readers feel comfortable in reading them. 

People are usually fond of travelling, but not fond of writing. Usually they feel happy 

to visit places of their interest, share their experiences and excitement with their 

friends for some time and tend to forget as the days pass. There are few more people 

who are good at photography, they capture the moments of the places which have 

attracted them the most and store them in their cameras. When ever time permits, they 

keep recollecting the memorable moments. There is exclusive category of people who 

visit places of their interest, take photographs, share their experiences in the form of 

writings, in as simple language as possible and ensures that it reaches the common 

people and this gives them the feeling of fulfilment. Tapas Chakravarthy belongs to 

that distinctive category. Writing is his passion. His simple, natural and unique form 

of writing is certainly different from other writers. At times we feel he is talking to us 

in person. The descriptions are so well written, it seems as if he is walking by our side 

and narrating the story, history, anecdote of that particular place and asking us to see, 

enjoy and experience the beauty of the nature, the place, the paintings, the sculptures 

and the cuisine. The reader is so much immersed in the descriptive narration that 

never feeling of boredompeeps in. 

`Rukjaananahi’ : 

Tapas Chakravarthy’s second most popular book published was `Ruk jaana nahi’. He 

himself describes it as `Special 26’ and says that he was very much impressed with 

his writings. He is fond of travelling and has travelled most places in India and has 

shared his experiences in the form of compositions which have reached the hearts of 

many. His travelogues are a collection of rarest gems presented in his beautiful 

ornaments of narration. He wants each reader to observe them carefully and preserve 

them accordingly. Tapas has divided this book into four parts, each part being a 

defined direction. The four-part sare categorised as East India, West India, North 

India and South India. He starts his journey from West India, from there he moves to 

North India, then East India and at the end travels to Southern part of India. He has in 

a way made a clock wise travel of India. He has been successful in making an effort in 
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conveying his feelings and sharing his experiences. The uniqueness of his writings is 

evident with his descriptions. After categorizing the book into four parts, he has used 

unique adjectives to describe the places, towns and cities. Such as, Part 1 – Paschimi 

Bharat – Rajasthan, is said to be `Veerataa aur prakram ki bhoomi’ and takes us to 

the cities of Chitodgarh, Mount Abu, Jodhpur, Jaipur and Udaipur. He has identified 

the historical importance of these places and shared with us the events and incidents 

which compels the reader to read it thoroughly. He has also designated and described 

each region, city and place with typical adjectives which justifies the titles. 

Chitodgarh as `Tyag aur balidaan ki bhoomi. Mount Abu is said to be `Registaan 

mein nakhalistaan’, Jodhpur - `Ek neela shahar’, Jaipur - `Kalpana se pare gulaabi 

shahar, Udaipur - `Poorab ka Venice’. Part 2 – Uttari Bharat - `Naisargik sundartaa 

kee paraakaashthaa’, `Glamourous hill station’ – Dalhousie, `Mandiro ka shahar’ – 

Chamba, `Chota Lahasa’ – Dharmshala, `Devataaon ki ghaati’ – Kulu Manali, 

`Kannour ka pravesh dwar’ – Sarahan,  `Kinnar-kailash ki anubhooti’ – Kalpa, 

`Prakruti kee god mein’ – Saangala, `Pahaadon ki raani’ – Shimla. Part 3 – Poorvi 

Bharat - `Uttari Bhaarat ke saat raajy saat bahane’. Gangtok – `Ek sampoorn holiday 

destination’, `Poorab kaa Gaurav’ – Agartala, `Gendon ke Pradesh mein’ – 

Kaajirangaa, Shillong – `Poorab ka Scotland’, `Prakruti se sakshatkaar’ – 

Cherapunji, `Brahmaputr ke kinaare’ – Guwahati. Part 4 – `Dakshin Bharat - 

`Bhagwan ka apana desh’ (God’s own country) – Kerala, Puvar – Kerala back waters, 

Trivendrum – `Vibhin sanskrutiyon ka samagam, elepi’ – `Kettuvalam (Houseboat) se 

seir’, Kumar kom – `Ek honeymoon destination’, Thekdi – `Jungleraj’, Munnar – `Ek 

romancegaah’, Cochin – `Saagar ke saaye mein’. These descriptions are beautifully 

framed and written. One will find himself or herself enjoy reading the text.   

The author has taken utmost care to give an account of his experiences and detailed 

information gathered during his visits. It seems that he does not want to leave 

anything un shared or unsaid. The places with historical importance have been very 

effectively described. He has also visited the places with architectural importance, 

though he did not describe in detail about the architecture but he has appreciated the 

art. The height of the place from sea level, in which century it was built, during the 

reign of which king that monument, temple or fort was built, the mythology 

associated with the place, main attractions of that town, the anecdotes, and religious 

importance of the place have been in the fore front. He has also made sure that, he 

visits the places which are identified as important places of visit or must visit places. 

If by chance the temples, forts, ruins, are closed he has described edit externally, the 

architecture and the sculptures. After giving a detail history of the place, he has given 

a brief note in the form of a `Tour guide’. He has tried to list out the eateries and 

distinctive cuisine of that region, what to buy, what to do, what to see, how to reach 

that place, town or city. These footnotes are short and impressive. For a tourist this 

book will bea tour guide. The distance of this place from the nearby famous places or 

cities is also mentioned, availability of transport facilities, availability of hotels and 

restaurants, mementoes / articles / souvenirs / gifts to be purchased, etc. I feel that 

Tapas Chakravarthy has very effectively described the places of his visit. He will be 

remembered for his exclusive and unique style of writing. He has tried to paint the 

canvas with distinctive colours.  
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`Mandiron ka nagar – Bishnupur’: 

Is his third composition. Bishnupur is a place in Bengal whose glorious inheritance is 

fading off. The writer has tried to introduce us to this region which is famous for 

terracotta. Tapas, is fond of travelling and writing. History is his favourite subject. 

Tapas, has been successful in sharing the history of Bishnupur. The mythological and 

historical incidents, the rise and fall of the Mall dynasty, the temples constructed 

during that period has been brought live. The author uses simple language to convey 

his feelings and the reader grows eager to know more about the dynasty.  

The152 pages of Bishnupur history comes live in descriptive narration. There are 59 

sub titles, which give us a clear picture of the dynasty. Starting from `Bishnupur ke 

gauravshaali ateet’ it goes till `Bishnupur ke gauravshaali ateet’ it goes till `Bishnu-

puratatav vibhaag kee upeksha kaa shikaar’. The story starts from the birth of Aadi 

mall (Raghunath)and goes on till the fall of the mall dynasty. The stories are very 

interesting and induces enthusiasm in the readers. It is unfortunate that the places with 

such rich historical importance have been neglected. No books or textbooks carry the 

information of this dynasty. The people who belong to this region are aware of its 

history, people residing in other parts of India are not aware of it, the author takes one 

step ahead and makes it a point to give the best possible information and stories of 

this dynasty.  

The book has many titles and sub titles which are : Bishnupur ke gauravshaali ateet, 

aadi mall (Raghunath) ka janam, unkaa bachpan, uttaradhikaari pad par chayan, 

akoota daulat ka milana, unakaa simhasan milna, unkaa raajyabhishek, jagat mall 

aura Mrunmayi Devi, Beer-Hambeer va pathaan-mugal sena samgharsh, Beer-

Hambeer aur Shrinivas Dev kaa saath, unakaa theerth bhraman, Bhagwan Madan 

Mohan kaa vigrah, vrudh Raghunath-Raghunath simh (Pratham) kaa bade banana, 

unakee kaaraagaar se mukti, unakaa aseemita bal, Beer Simh Dev kee krurtaa, Raani 

Svarnmayee Devi kaa shadyantr, unakaa akhiri samay evam Durjan Simh ka 

abhishek, dwiteey Raghunath aura Bishnupur mein raajanaitika uthal-puthal evam 

Begum Laal Bai kaa shadyantr, Rani Chandraprabhaa ka ant, Laal Bai kee kartooton 

kaa parinaam, Gopaal Simh kaa shaasan kaal aura Harinaam kee baadhyata, Gopal 

Simh evam baargiyon (Marathon) kaa hamla, baargiyon par Thakur Madan Mohan 

dwara dalamaadal top se aakraman, aakhiree ullekhaneey shaasak Chaitany Simh, 

Raajaa Beer Simh ke raajaaon kaa vanshaanukram, Mall raajvansh kaa patan, 

Bishnupur mein mandiron kee bharmaaar : chinn mastakaa mandir, Radha 

Maadhava mandir,Kaala Chand mandir, Radha Govind mandir, Nandaal mandir, jor 

baangla mandir samooh, Dalmaaadan kamaan top, raas manch, gumghar, Shyam ray 

mandir, jod baangla mandir, Radha Shyaam mandir, Mrunmayi mandir, Radha Laalji 

mandir, badaa darvaaja, chota Darwaja, Madan Mohan mandir, Aachary Jogesh 

Chandr sangrahalay, Bishnupur sthit any mandir, mandir shrunkhala, Bishnupur ke 

baadhon kaa jaal, sangeet ke shetr mein Bishnupur, shilp, saahity aur sangeet ka 

samaagam, Bishnupur aur unesco, paryatan soocanaa, Bishnupur-puraatatv 

vibhaaga kee upekshaa kaa shikaar.  

He has listed eight books which have been the source of his writings. The author 

certainly needs to be appreciated for his effort. At the end of the book he has attached 
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the colourful photographs of the places, monuments, sculptures, architects and 

landscapes which he had captured during his visit. It won’t be an exaggeration if we 

say that this book is a complete text consisting the history of Bishnupur.  

Bishnupur is a small town in Bankura district. The temples in this town are made in 

terracotta. It is famous for its sculptures and baalucheri sarees. It is 152 kms from 

Kolkata. It is unique in its architectural style, potteries and knitting work. This region 

carries the three-folded fame - temples, sculptures and music. The rulers of mall 

dynasty ruled India in 17th and 18th century. It is amazing to know that no hurricane or 

storm could ever destroy this place. The author himself says - `the history of 

Bishnupur starts from the year 694. The name of Bishnupur comes from the name of 

Lord Vishnu and people residing in this region are the followers of Vishnu’. The 

author has included a number of incidents and stories related to this region in his 

book. The well know litterateur of yester years, Shri Bankim Chandra Chaterjee in his 

novel `Durgesh Nandini’ had mentioned about this town. 

Conclusion : 

I have made an effort to introduce this new upcoming author to my dear readers. I 

have read both the travelogues of Tapas Chakravarthy- `Rukjaananahi’ and 

`Mandiron ka nagar – Bishnupur’. There are various ways of service. Some believe 

in service to man is service to god and indulge themselves in social service. There are 

some who believe in serving literature. If we consider serving the literature as noble, 

then reading and writing both are of equal importance. Tapas believes in either ways 

of service. He has certainly proved, `Pen is mightier than a sword’. He has a unique 

style of writing. He puts the acquired information, his experiences, the history, the 

tales, the anecdotes, beauty of the nature, the architecture, the mythology, the 

sculptures of that region, the places he visited in his writings and wishes the readers to 

visit the places through these books so that they enjoy the places completely. I feel 

that Tapas undoubtedly stands out with his contributions to Hindi literature and I 

wish, we,the readers get to know and learn more from his books in future.  
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